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Screen 
protector

PolycarbonateSilicone
FEATURES

 � SCREEN PROTECTION: Self-adhering screen protector prevents scratches

 � INNER LAYER: Durable silicone absorbs bump and shock

 � OUTER LAYER:  Polycarbonate shell provides solid impact protection

 � Open access to all device features

for theOTTERBOX PROTECTION

Inspired by nature.
The Samsung GALAXY S III is promising to take over the world. Its 

minimal and organic design provides an ergonomic and comfortable 

experience with enhanced usability. Featuring a lightning fast processor, 

4.8” HD Super AMOLED display, Android Ice Cream Sandwich OS, 8 

MP camera, LED flash and zero shutter lag, this smartphone offers the 

best of everything. In addition to this feature-rich list, this smartphone 

includes mobile payment capability, WiFi channel doubling (2x typical 

bandwidth) and is SAFE (Samsung Approved for Enterprise) rated. 

Consumers and businesses alike will improve their efficiency with this 

smartphone. This phone is more than worthy of protection from OtterBox.

Protection from human nature.
OtterBox focuses on premium design and ideal form, fit and function 

for the ultimate smartphone experience. The high quality materials, 

precision design and fine styling of each individual case ensures 

reliable performance, high satisfaction and low return rates. To 

make our cases even better, we subject them to stringent third-party 

testing and only release a case once it has passed every single 

test parameter. Galaxy S III customers can choose from the rugged 

Defender Series case which provides protection against heavy use 

and random accidents or the stylish and slim Commuter Series 

that provides tough protection for a highly connected lifestyle.

Samsung Galaxy S III

SPECS
COLORS:           Black - 77-21092         Atomic - 77-21386

          Night Sky - 77-21390         Boom - 77-21388

          Glacier - 77-21392

WEIGHT: 1.47 oz / 41.73 g 

DIMENSIONS: 5.61 in x 3.10 in x 0.56 in

       142.5 mm x 78.84 mm x 14.28 mm


